Featuring UMassD Math graduates:

Kimberly Abgrab, CVS Pharmacy/CVS Health
Sidafa Conde, Sandia National Laboratories
Matthew Huberman, Easton Public Schools
Hannah Smith, Worcester Polytechnic Institute

Schedule of events (April 10, 2019):

3:30 pm – 4 pm: Meet-and-greet (LArts 397D)
4:00 pm – 5:00 pm: Presentations (LArts 218)
5:15 pm – 5:45 pm: Panel discussion (LArts 218)
5:45 pm – 6:30 pm: Reception/Dinner (LArts 218)

http://www.umassd.edu/cas/math/ams_umassd/ams_umassd-spring-2019/